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fabricator of the neologism and progenitor of the concept--but to provide
readers with a powerful conceptual tool for the twenty-first century.
Gunkel explains that deconstruction is not simply the opposite of
construction--the "deconstructed" jacket hanging in your closet is not,
strictly speaking, accurately named--or synonymous with destruction. It
is a way to think beyond the construction/destruction dichotomy and all
other conceptual dichotomies and logical oppositions. After describing
what deconstruction is not, and developing an abstract and schematic
characterization derived from Derrida, Gunkel offers examples in (rather
than of) deconstruction, including logocentrism (the speech/writing
dichotomy) and virtuality (the ruling philosophical binary of
real/appearance), remix (the original/copy distinction), and the
posthuman figure of the cyborg (the human/machine conceptual pairing).
Finally, Gunkel discusses the costs and benefits of deconstruction,
considering the many things deconstruction is good for and identifying
potential problems, including Eurocentrism, relativism, difficulties in
communicating the concept, and reappropriation.
Death and Dying - Nicole Piemonte 2021-09-07
An examination of the contemporary medicalization of death and dying
that calls us to acknowledge instead death's existential and emotional
realities. Death is a natural, inevitable, and deeply human process, and
yet Western medicine tends to view it as a medical failure. In their zeal
to prevent death, physicians and hospitals often set patients and their
families on a seemingly unstoppable trajectory toward medical
interventions that may actually increase suffering at the end of life. This
volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series examines the
medicalization of death and dying and proposes a different approach--one
that acknowledges death's existential and emotional realities. The
authors--one an academic who teaches and studies end-of-life care, and
the other a physician trained in hospice and palliative care--offer an
account of Western-style death and dying that is informed by both
research and personal experience. They examine the medical
profession's attitude toward death as a biological dysfunction that needs
fixing; describe the hospice movement, as well as movements for
palliative care and aid in dying, and why they failed to influence
mainstream medicine; consider our reluctance to have end-of-life
conversations; and investigate the commodification of medicine and the
business of dying. To help patients die in accordance with their values,
they say, those who care for the dying should focus less on delaying
death by any means possible and more on being present with the dying
on their journey.
Recognizing Patterns - Paul A. Kolers 1968

The Art of Failure - Jesper Juul 2013-02-22
An exploration of why we play video games despite the fact that we are
almost certain to feel unhappy when we fail at them. We may think of
video games as being "fun," but in The Art of Failure, Jesper Juul claims
that this is almost entirely mistaken. When we play video games, our
facial expressions are rarely those of happiness or bliss. Instead, we
frown, grimace, and shout in frustration as we lose, or die, or fail to
advance to the next level. Humans may have a fundamental desire to
succeed and feel competent, but game players choose to engage in an
activity in which they are nearly certain to fail and feel incompetent. So
why do we play video games even though they make us unhappy? Juul
examines this paradox. In video games, as in tragic works of art,
literature, theater, and cinema, it seems that we want to experience
unpleasantness even if we also dislike it. Reader or audience reaction to
tragedy is often explained as catharsis, as a purging of negative
emotions. But, Juul points out, this doesn't seem to be the case for video
game players. Games do not purge us of unpleasant emotions; they
produce them in the first place. What, then, does failure in video game
playing do? Juul argues that failure in a game is unique in that when you
fail in a game, you (not a character) are in some way inadequate. Yet
games also motivate us to play more, in order to escape that inadequacy,
and the feeling of escaping failure (often by improving skills) is a central
enjoyment of games. Games, writes Juul, are the art of failure: the
singular art form that sets us up for failure and allows us to experience it
and experiment with it. The Art of Failure is essential reading for anyone
interested in video games, whether as entertainment, art, or education.
Data Feminism - Catherine D'Ignazio 2020-03-31
A new way of thinking about data science and data ethics that is
informed by the ideas of intersectional feminism. Today, data science is a
form of power. It has been used to expose injustice, improve health
outcomes, and topple governments. But it has also been used to
discriminate, police, and surveil. This potential for good, on the one
hand, and harm, on the other, makes it essential to ask: Data science by
whom? Data science for whom? Data science with whose interests in
mind? The narratives around big data and data science are
overwhelmingly white, male, and techno-heroic. In Data Feminism,
Catherine D'Ignazio and Lauren Klein present a new way of thinking
about data science and data ethics—one that is informed by
intersectional feminist thought. Illustrating data feminism in action,
D'Ignazio and Klein show how challenges to the male/female binary can
help challenge other hierarchical (and empirically wrong) classification
systems. They explain how, for example, an understanding of emotion
can expand our ideas about effective data visualization, and how the
concept of invisible labor can expose the significant human efforts
required by our automated systems. And they show why the data never,
ever “speak for themselves.” Data Feminism offers strategies for data
scientists seeking to learn how feminism can help them work toward
justice, and for feminists who want to focus their efforts on the growing
field of data science. But Data Feminism is about much more than
gender. It is about power, about who has it and who doesn't, and about
how those differentials of power can be challenged and changed.
Adobe Photoshop Forensics - Cynthia Baron 2008
Describes the methods and processes used to create a fraudulent
photograph using Adobe Photoshop and provides information on
detecting a faked image.
Deconstruction - David J. Gunkel 2021-09-07
An accessible introduction to a concept often considered impossibly
abstruse, demonstrating its power as a conceptual tool in the twenty-first
century. This volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series offers
a clear and concise introduction to a topic often considered difficult and
abstruse: deconstruction. David Gunkel sorts out the concept,
terminology, and practices of deconstruction, not to defend academic
orthodoxy, or to disseminate the thought of Jacques Derrida--the
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Keep Calm and Log On - Gillian "Gus" Andrews 2020-04-28
How to survive the digital revolution without getting trampled: your
guide to online mindfulness, digital self-empowerment, cybersecurity,
creepy ads, trustworthy information, and more. Feeling overwhelmed by
an avalanche of online content? Anxious about identity theft? Unsettled
by the proliferation of fake news? Welcome to the digital revolution.
Wait—wasn't the digital revolution supposed to make our lives better? It
was going to be fun and put the world at our fingertips. What happened?
Keep Calm and Log On is a survival handbook that will help you achieve
online mindfulness and overcome online helplessness—the feeling that
tech is out of your control—with tips for handling cybersecurity, creepy
ads, untrustworthy information, and much more. Taking a cue from the
famous World War II morale-boosting slogan (“Keep Calm and Carry
On”), Gus Andrews shows us how to adapt the techniques our ancestors
used to survive hard times, so we can live our best lives online. She
explains why media and technology stress us out, and offers empowering
tools for coping. Mindfulness practices can help us stay calm and
conserve our attention purposefully. Andrews shares the secret of
understanding our own opinions'' “family trees” in order to identify
misleading “fake news.” She provides tools for unplugging occasionally,
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overcoming feelings that we are “bad at technology,” and taking charge
of our security and privacy. Andrews explains how social media
algorithms keep us from information we need and why “creepy ads”
seem to follow us online. Most importantly, she urges us to work to
rebuild the trust in our communities that the internet has broken.
The Political Lives of Information - Janaki Srinivasan 2022-10-04
How the definition, production, and leveraging of information are shaped
by caste, class, and gender, and the implications for development.
Information, says Janaki Srinivasan, has fundamentally reshaped
development discourse and practice. In this study, she examines the
history of the idea of “information” and its political implications for
poverty alleviation. She presents three cases in India—the circulation of
price information in a fish market in Kerala, government information in
information kiosks operated by a nonprofit in Puducherry, and a political
campaign demanding a right to information in Rajasthan—to explore
three uses of information to support goals of social change. Countering
claims that information is naturally and universally empowering,
Srinivasan shows how the definition, production, and leveraging of
information are shaped by caste, class, and gender. Srinivasan draws on
archival and ethnographic research to challenge the idea of information
as objective and factual. Using the concept of an “information order,” she
examines how the meaning and value of information reflect the social
relations in which it is embedded. She asks why casting information as a
tool of development and solution to poverty appeals to actors across the
political spectrum. She also shows how the power to label some things
information and others not is at least as significant as the capacity to
subsequently produce, access, and leverage information. The more faith
we place in what information can do, she cautions, the less attention we
pay to its political lives and to the role of specific social structures,
individual agency, and material form in the defining, production, and use
of that information.
Democracy and Truth - Sophia Rosenfeld 2018-11-29
"Fake news," wild conspiracy theories, misleading claims, doctored
photos, lies peddled as facts, facts dismissed as lies—citizens of
democracies increasingly inhabit a public sphere teeming with
competing claims and counterclaims, with no institution or person
possessing the authority to settle basic disputes in a definitive way. The
problem may be novel in some of its details—including the role of today's
political leaders, along with broadcast and digital media, in intensifying
the epistemic anarchy—but the challenge of determining truth in a
democratic world has a backstory. In this lively and illuminating book,
historian Sophia Rosenfeld explores a longstanding and largely unspoken
tension at the heart of democracy between the supposed wisdom of the
crowd and the need for information to be vetted and evaluated by a
learned elite made up of trusted experts. What we are witnessing now is
the unraveling of the détente between these competing aspects of
democratic culture. In four bracing chapters, Rosenfeld substantiates her
claim by tracing the history of the vexed relationship between democracy
and truth. She begins with an examination of the period prior to the
eighteenth-century Age of Revolutions, where she uncovers the political
and epistemological foundations of our democratic world. Subsequent
chapters move from the Enlightenment to the rise of both populist and
technocratic notions of democracy between the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries to the troubling trends—including the collapse of social
trust—that have led to the rise of our "post-truth" public life. Rosenfeld
concludes by offering suggestions for how to defend the idea of truth
against the forces that would undermine it.
Trump and the Media - Pablo J. Boczkowski 2018-03-23
The election of Donald Trump and the great disruption in the news and
social media. Donald Trump's election as the 45th President of the
United States came as something of a surprise—to many analysts,
journalists, and voters. The New York Times's The Upshot gave Hillary
Clinton an 85 percent chance of winning the White House even as the
returns began to come in. What happened? And what role did the news
and social media play in the election? In Trump and the Media,
journalism and technology experts grapple with these questions in a
series of short, thought-provoking essays. Considering the disruption of
the media landscape, the disconnect between many voters and the
established news outlets, the emergence of fake news and “alternative
facts,” and Trump's own use of social media, these essays provide a
window onto broader transformations in the relationship between
information and politics in the twenty-first century. The contributors find
historical roots to current events in Cold War notions of "us" versus
"them," trace the genealogy of the assault on facts, and chart the
collapse of traditional news gatekeepers. They consider such topics as
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Trump's tweets (diagnosed by one writer as “Twitterosis”) and the
constant media exposure given to Trump during the campaign. They
propose photojournalists as visual fact checkers (“lessons of the
paparazzi”) and debate whether Trump's administration is authoritarian
or just authoritarian-like. Finally, they consider future strategies for the
news and social media to improve the quality of democratic life.
Contributors Mike Ananny, Chris W. Anderson, Rodney Benson, Pablo J.
Boczkowski, danah boyd, Robyn Caplan, Michael X. Delli Carpini, Josh
Cowls, Susan J. Douglas, Keith N. Hampton, Dave Karpf, Daniel Kreiss,
Seth C. Lewis, Zoey Lichtenheld, Andrew L. Mendelson, Gina Neff, Zizi
Papacharissi, Katy E. Pearce, Victor Pickard, Sue Robinson, Adrienne
Russell, Ralph Schroeder, Michael Schudson, Julia Sonnevend, Keren
Tenenboim-Weinblatt, Tina Tucker, Fred Turner, Nikki Usher, Karin
Wahl-Jorgensen, Silvio Waisbord, Barbie Zelizer
The Misinformation Age - Cailin O'Connor 2019-01-08
The social dynamics of “alternative facts”: why what you believe depends
on who you know “Empowering and thoroughly researched, this book
offers useful contemporary analysis and possible solutions to one of the
greatest threats to democracy.”—Kirkus Reviews Editors’ choice, New
York Times Book Review • Recommended reading, Scientific American
Why should we care about having true beliefs? And why do demonstrably
false beliefs persist and spread despite bad, even fatal, consequences for
the people who hold them? Philosophers of science Cailin O’Connor and
James Weatherall argue that social factors, rather than individual
psychology, are what’s essential to understanding the spread and
persistence of false beliefs. It might seem that there’s an obvious reason
that true beliefs matter: false beliefs will hurt you. But if that’s right,
then why is it (apparently) irrelevant to many people whether they
believe true things or not? The Misinformation Age, written for a political
era riven by “fake news,” “alternative facts,” and disputes over the
validity of everything from climate change to the size of inauguration
crowds, shows convincingly that what you believe depends on who you
know. If social forces explain the persistence of false belief, we must
understand how those forces work in order to fight misinformation
effectively.
Model Rules of Professional Conduct - American Bar Association. House
of Delegates 2007
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource
for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in all
jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer malpractice
cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions questions
and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of Professional
Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's
purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application. The Rules
will help you identify proper conduct in a variety of given situations,
review those instances where discretionary action is possible, and define
the nature of the relationship between you and your clients, colleagues
and the courts.
How to Lose the Information War - Nina Jankowicz 2020-06-11
Since the start of the Trump era, the United States and the Western
world has finally begun to wake up to the threat of online warfare and
the attacks from Russia. The question no one seems to be able to answer
is: what can the West do about it? Central and Eastern European states,
however, have been aware of the threat for years. Nina Jankowicz has
advised these governments on the front lines of the information war. The
lessons she learnt from that fight, and from her attempts to get US
congress to act, make for essential reading. How to Lose the Information
War takes the reader on a journey through five Western governments'
responses to Russian information warfare tactics - all of which have
failed. She journeys into the campaigns the Russian operatives run, and
shows how we can better understand the motivations behind these
attacks and how to beat them. Above all, this book shows what is at
stake: the future of civil discourse and democracy, and the value of truth
itself.
DeepFake Technology - Nobert Young 2019-07-06
This book tells of what would be the future of fake news using Deepfakes
- a very powerful wave of technologies that would be employed to control
and manipulate disinformation as well as disrupt the political process for
the 2020 election. With all the laws and bans on circulation of fake news,
the problem with online disinformation is nowhere getting better. The
role of social media in the upcoming 2020 presidential election as well as
other major political events in the world cannot be undermined. With the
increase and upgrade in technologies, we will soon be piloting
technologies like machine learning, human-like automated voice systems,
interactive memes, deepfake artificial intelligence videos, and images, as
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well as augmented and virtual reality. Celebrities and political figures
overtime have been the target of Deepfake videos and these videos have
been created purposely to cause misinformation and distortion of facts
and truth. Deepfake is a technology that uses Artificial Intelligence to
produce or edit contents of a video or an image to show something that
never happened. This book would teach you all you need to know about
Deep Fakes starting from its discovery to the several bans on Deep Fake
apps as well as the threat of Deepfakes both in politics and the society at
large.From this well-loaded book, you will get: *Introduction to Deep
Learning revolution and artificial intelligence. *Step by step guide on
how to deepfake as well as processes involved in deepfaking. *Deep fakes
apps like FakeApps, Githubs as well as how to install and use them.*How
to identify fake videos and images. *Impact of DeepFake on politics,
social media and society as a whole. *Legal Landscape for Deepfake*Real
examples of the application of DeepFake.*And lots more!Prepare yourself
for what is ahead by getting a copy of this book now. **Get the eBook
copy free when you buy the paperback**
Fake News - Melissa Zimdars 2020-02-18
New perspectives on the misinformation ecosystem that is the production
and circulation of fake news. What is fake news? Is it an item on
Breitbart, an article in The Onion, an outright falsehood disseminated via
Russian bot, or a catchphrase used by a politician to discredit a story he
doesn't like? This book examines the real fake news: the constant flow of
purposefully crafted, sensational, emotionally charged, misleading or
totally fabricated information that mimics the form of mainstream news.
Rather than viewing fake news through a single lens, the book maps the
various kinds of misinformation through several different disciplinary
perspectives, taking into account the overlapping contexts of politics,
technology, and journalism. The contributors consider topics including
fake news as “disorganized” propaganda; folkloric falsehood in the
“Pizzagate” conspiracy; native advertising as counterfeit news; the
limitations of regulatory reform and technological solutionism; Reddit's
enabling of fake news; the psychological mechanisms by which people
make sense of information; and the evolution of fake news in America. A
section on media hoaxes and satire features an oral history of and an
interview with prankster-activists the Yes Men, famous for parodies that
reveal hidden truths. Finally, contributors consider possible solutions to
the complex problem of fake news—ways to mitigate its spread, to teach
students to find factually accurate information, and to go beyond factchecking. Contributors Mark Andrejevic, Benjamin Burroughs, Nicholas
Bowman, Mark Brewin, Elizabeth Cohen, Colin Doty, Dan Faltesek, Johan
Farkas, Cherian George, Tarleton Gillespie, Dawn R. Gilpin, Gina Giotta,
Theodore Glasser, Amanda Ann Klein, Paul Levinson, Adrienne
Massanari, Sophia A. McClennen, Kembrew McLeod, Panagiotis Takis
Metaxas, Paul Mihailidis, Benjamin Peters, Whitney Phillips, Victor
Pickard, Danielle Polage, Stephanie Ricker Schulte, Leslie-Jean Thornton,
Anita Varma, Claire Wardle, Melissa Zimdars, Sheng Zou
Cynicism - Ansgar Allen 2020-05-05
A short history of cynicism, from the fearless speech of the ancient
Greeks to the jaded negativity of the present. Everyone's a cynic, yet few
will admit it. Today's cynics excuse themselves half-heartedly—“I hate to
be a cynic, but..."—before making their pronouncements. Narrowly
opportunistic, always on the take, contemporary cynicism has nothing
positive to contribute. The Cynicism of the ancient Greeks, however, was
very different. This Cynicism was a marginal philosophy practiced by a
small band of eccentrics. Bold and shameless, it was committed to
transforming the values on which civilization depends. In this volume of
the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, Ansgar Allen charts the long
history of cynicism, from the “fearless speech” of Greek Cynics in the
fourth century BCE to the contemporary cynic's lack of social and
political convictions. Allen describes ancient Cynicism as an improvised
philosophy and a way of life disposed to scandalize contemporaries,
subjecting their cultural commitments to derision. He chronicles the
subsequent “purification” of Cynicism by the Stoics; Renaissance and
Enlightenment appropriations of Cynicism, drawing on the writings of
Shakespeare, Rabelais, Rousseau, de Sade, and others; and the transition
from Cynicism (the philosophy) to cynicism (the modern attitude),
exploring contemporary cynicism from the perspectives of its leftist,
liberal, and conservative critics. Finally, he considers the possibility of a
radical cynicism that admits and affirms the danger it poses to
contemporary society.
Post-Truth - James Ball 2017-05-11
2016 marked the birth of the post-truth era. Sophistry and spin have
coloured politics since the dawn of time, but two shock events - the
Brexit vote and Donald Trump's elevation to US President - heralded a
fake-photos-mit-press-essential-knowledge-series

departure into murkier territory. From Trump denying video evidence of
his own words, to the infamous Leave claims of £350 million for the NHS,
politics has rarely seen so many stretching the truth with such impunity.
Bullshit gets you noticed. Bullshit makes you rich. Bullshit can even pave
your way to the Oval Office. This is bigger than fake news and bigger
than social media. It's about the slow rise of a political, media and online
infrastructure that has devalued truth. This is the story of bullshit: what's
being spread, who's spreading it, why it works - and what we can do to
tackle it.
Dangerous Ideas - Eric Berkowitz 2021-05-04
A fascinating examination of how restricting speech has continuously
shaped our culture, and how censorship is used as a tool to prop up
authorities and maintain class and gender disparities Through
compelling narrative, historian Eric Berkowitz reveals how drastically
censorship has shaped our modern society. More than just a history of
censorship, Dangerous Ideas illuminates the power of restricting speech;
how it has defined states, ideas, and culture; and (despite how each of us
would like to believe otherwise) how it is something we all participate in.
This engaging cultural history of censorship and thought suppression
throughout the ages takes readers from the first Chinese emperor’s
wholesale elimination of books, to Henry VIII’s decree of death for
anyone who “imagined” his demise, and on to the attack on Charlie
Hebdo and the volatile politics surrounding censorship of social media.
Highlighting the base impulses driving many famous acts of suppression,
Berkowitz demonstrates the fragility of power and how every individual
can act as both the suppressor and the suppressed.
Statistical Methods for Speech Recognition - Frederick Jelinek
1998-01-15
This book reflects decades of important research on the mathematical
foundations of speech recognition. It focuses on underlying statistical
techniques such as hidden Markov models, decision trees, the
expectation-maximization algorithm, information theoretic goodness
criteria, maximum entropy probability estimation, parameter and data
clustering, and smoothing of probability distributions. The author's goal
is to present these principles clearly in the simplest setting, to show the
advantages of self-organization from real data, and to enable the reader
to apply the techniques.
The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths - Rosalind
E. Krauss 1986-07-09
Co-founder and co-editor of October magazine, a veteran of Artforum of
the 1960s and early 1970s, Rosalind Krauss has presided over and
shared in the major formulation of the theory of postmodernism. In this
challenging collection of fifteen essays, most of which originally
appeared in October, she explores the ways in which the break in style
that produced postmodernism has forced a change in our various
understandings of twentieth-century art, beginning with the almost
mythic idea of the avant-garde. Krauss uses the analytical tools of
semiology, structuralism, and poststructuralism to reveal new meanings
in the visual arts and to critique the way other prominent practitioners of
art and literary history write about art. In two sections, "Modernist
Myths" and "Toward Postmodernism," her essays range from the problem
of the grid in painting and the unity of Giacometti's sculpture to the
works of Jackson Pollock, Sol Lewitt, and Richard Serra, and
observations about major trends in contemporary literary criticism.
Post-Truth - Matthew d'Ancona 2017-05-11
Welcome to the Post-Truth era— a time in which the art of the lie is
shaking the very foundations of democracy and the world as we know it.
The Brexit vote; Donald Trump’s victory; the rejection of climate change
science; the vilification of immigrants; all have been based on the power
to evoke feelings and not facts. So what does it all mean and how can we
champion truth in in a time of lies and ‘alternative facts’? In this eyeopening and timely book, Post-Truth is distinguished from a long
tradition of political lies, exaggeration and spin. What is new is not the
mendacity of politicians but the public’s response to it and the ability of
new technologies and social media to manipulate, polarise and entrench
opinion. Where trust has evaporated, conspiracy theories thrive, the
authority of the media wilt and emotions matter more than facts . Now,
one of the UK’s most respected political journalists, Matthew d’Ancona
investigates how we got here, why quiet resignation is not an option and
how we can and must fight back.
Photo Forensics - Hany Farid 2019-02-26
The first comprehensive and detailed presentation of techniques for
authenticating digital images. Photographs have been doctored since
photography was invented. Dictators have erased people from
photographs and from history. Politicians have manipulated photos for
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short-term political gain. Altering photographs in the predigital era
required time-consuming darkroom work. Today, powerful and low-cost
digital technology makes it relatively easy to alter digital images, and the
resulting fakes are difficult to detect. The field of photo
forensics—pioneered in Hany Farid's lab at Dartmouth College—restores
some trust to photography. In this book, Farid describes techniques that
can be used to authenticate photos. He provides the intuition and
background as well as the mathematical and algorithmic details needed
to understand, implement, and utilize a variety of photo forensic
techniques. Farid traces the entire imaging pipeline. He begins with the
physics and geometry of the interaction of light with the physical world,
proceeds through the way light passes through a camera lens, the
conversion of light to pixel values in the electronic sensor, the packaging
of the pixel values into a digital image file, and the pixel-level artifacts
introduced by photo-editing software. Modeling the path of light during
image creation reveals physical, geometric, and statistical regularities
that are disrupted during the creation of a fake. Various forensic
techniques exploit these irregularities to detect traces of tampering. A
chapter of case studies examines the authenticity of viral video and
famously questionable photographs including “Golden Eagle Snatches
Kid” and the Lee Harvey Oswald backyard photo.
The Psychology of Fake News - Rainer Greifeneder 2020-08-13
This volume examines the phenomenon of fake news by bringing
together leading experts from different fields within psychology and
related areas, and explores what has become a prominent feature of
public discourse since the first Brexit referendum and the 2016 US
election campaign. Dealing with misinformation is important in many
areas of daily life, including politics, the marketplace, health
communication, journalism, education, and science. In a general climate
where facts and misinformation blur, and are intentionally blurred, this
book asks what determines whether people accept and share
(mis)information, and what can be done to counter misinformation? All
three of these aspects need to be understood in the context of online
social networks, which have fundamentally changed the way information
is produced, consumed, and transmitted. The contributions within this
volume summarize the most up-to-date empirical findings, theories, and
applications and discuss cutting-edge ideas and future directions of
interventions to counter fake news. Also providing guidance on how to
handle misinformation in an age of “alternative facts”, this is a
fascinating and vital reading for students and academics in psychology,
communication, and political science and for professionals including
policy makers and journalists.
AI Ethics - Mark Coeckelbergh 2020-04-07
An accessible synthesis of ethical issues raised by artificial intelligence
that moves beyond hype and nightmare scenarios to address concrete
questions. Artificial intelligence powers Google's search engine, enables
Facebook to target advertising, and allows Alexa and Siri to do their jobs.
AI is also behind self-driving cars, predictive policing, and autonomous
weapons that can kill without human intervention. These and other AI
applications raise complex ethical issues that are the subject of ongoing
debate. This volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series offers
an accessible synthesis of these issues. Written by a philosopher of
technology, AI Ethics goes beyond the usual hype and nightmare
scenarios to address concrete questions. Mark Coeckelbergh describes
influential AI narratives, ranging from Frankenstein's monster to
transhumanism and the technological singularity. He surveys relevant
philosophical discussions: questions about the fundamental differences
between humans and machines and debates over the moral status of AI.
He explains the technology of AI, describing different approaches and
focusing on machine learning and data science. He offers an overview of
important ethical issues, including privacy concerns, responsibility and
the delegation of decision making, transparency, and bias as it arises at
all stages of data science processes. He also considers the future of work
in an AI economy. Finally, he analyzes a range of policy proposals and
discusses challenges for policymakers. He argues for ethical practices
that embed values in design, translate democratic values into practices
and include a vision of the good life and the good society.
Fake Photos - Hany Farid 2019-09-10
A concise and accessible guide to techniques for detecting doctored and
fake images in photographs and digital media. Stalin, Mao, Hitler,
Mussolini, and other dictators routinely doctored photographs so that the
images aligned with their messages. They erased people who were there,
added people who were not, and manipulated backgrounds. They knew if
they changed the visual record, they could change history. Once, altering
images required hours in the darkroom; today, it can be done with a
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keyboard and mouse. Because photographs are so easily faked, fake
photos are everywhere—supermarket tabloids, fashion magazines,
political ads, and social media. How can we tell if an image is real or
false? In this volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, Hany
Farid offers a concise and accessible guide to techniques for detecting
doctored and fake images in photographs and digital media. Farid, an
expert in photo forensics, has spent two decades developing techniques
for authenticating digital images. These techniques model the entire
image-creation process in order to find the digital disruption introduced
by manipulation of the image. Each section of the book describes a
different technique for analyzing an image, beginning with those
requiring minimal technical expertise and advancing to those at
intermediate and higher levels. There are techniques for, among other
things, reverse image searches, metadata analysis, finding image
imperfections introduced by JPEG compression, image cloning, tracing
pixel patterns, and detecting images that are computer generated. In
each section, Farid describes the techniques, explains when they should
be applied, and offers examples of image analysis.
Proximity and Epidata - Laurie J. Bonnici 2022-10-25
This book provides a new model to explore discoverability and enhance
the meaning of information. The authors have coined the term epidata,
which includes items and circumstances that impact the expression of
the data in a document, but are not part of the ordinary process of
retrieval systems. Epidata affords pathways and points to details that
cast light on proximities that might otherwise go unknown. In addition,
epidata are clues to mis-and dis-information discernment. There are
many ways to find needed information; however, finding the most
useable information is not an easy task. The book explores the uses of
proximity and the concept of epidata that increases the probability of
finding functional information. The authors sketch a constellation of
proximities, present examples of attempts to accomplish proximity, and
provoke a discussion of the role of proximity in the field. In addition, the
authors suggest that proximity is a thread between retrieval constructs
based on known topics, predictable relations, and types of information
seeking that lie outside constructs such as browsing, stumbling,
encountering, detective work, art making, and translation.
Collaborative Society - Dariusz Jemielniak 2020-02-18
How networked technology enables the emergence of a new
collaborative society. Humans are hard-wired for collaboration, and new
technologies of communication act as a super-amplifier of our natural
collaborative mindset. This volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge
series examines the emergence of a new kind of social collaboration
enabled by networked technologies. This new collaborative society might
be characterized as a series of services and startups that enable peer-topeer exchanges and interactions though technology. Some believe that
the economic aspects of the new collaboration have the potential to make
society more equitable; others see collaborative communities based on
sharing as a cover for social injustice and user exploitation. The book
covers the “sharing economy,” and the hijacking of the term by
corporations; different models of peer production, and motivations to
participate; collaborative media production and consumption, the
definitions of “amateur” and “professional,” and the power of memes;
hactivism and social movements, including Anonymous and anti-ACTA
protest; collaborative knowledge creation, including citizen science;
collaborative self-tracking; and internet-mediated social relations, as
seen in the use of Instagram, Snapchat, and Tinder. Finally, the book
considers the future of these collaborative tendencies and the
disruptions caused by fake news, bots, and other challenges.
The Internet of Things - Samuel Greengard 2015-03-20
A guided tour through the Internet of Things, a networked world of
connected devices, objects, and people that is changing the way we live
and work. We turn on the lights in our house from a desk in an office
miles away. Our refrigerator alerts us to buy milk on the way home. A
package of cookies on the supermarket shelf suggests that we buy it,
based on past purchases. The cookies themselves are on the shelf
because of a “smart” supply chain. When we get home, the thermostat
has already adjusted the temperature so that it's toasty or bracing,
whichever we prefer. This is the Internet of Things—a networked world
of connected devices, objects, and people. In this book, Samuel
Greengard offers a guided tour through this emerging world and how it
will change the way we live and work. Greengard explains that the
Internet of Things (IoT) is still in its early stages. Smart phones, cloud
computing, RFID (radio-frequency identification) technology, sensors,
and miniaturization are converging to make possible a new generation of
embedded and immersive technology. Greengard traces the origins of
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the IoT from the early days of personal computers and the Internet and
examines how it creates the conceptual and practical framework for a
connected world. He explores the industrial Internet and machine-tomachine communication, the basis for smart manufacturing and end-toend supply chain visibility; the growing array of smart consumer devices
and services—from Fitbit fitness wristbands to mobile apps for banking;
the practical and technical challenges of building the IoT; and the risks
of a connected world, including a widening digital divide and threats to
privacy and security. Finally, he considers the long-term impact of the
IoT on society, narrating an eye-opening “Day in the Life” of IoT
connections circa 2025.
Virtual Reality - Samuel Greengard 2019-09-10
A comprehensive overview of developments in augmented reality, virtual
reality, and mixed reality—and how they could affect every part of our
lives. After years of hype, extended reality—augmented reality (AR),
virtual reality (VR), and mixed reality (MR)—has entered the mainstream.
Commercially available, relatively inexpensive VR headsets transport
wearers to other realities—fantasy worlds, faraway countries, sporting
events—in ways that even the most ultra-high-definition screen cannot.
AR glasses receive data in visual and auditory forms that are more useful
than any laptop or smartphone can deliver. Immersive MR environments
blend physical and virtual reality to create a new reality. In this volume
in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, technology writer Samuel
Greengard offers an accessible overview of developments in extended
reality, explaining the technology, considering the social and
psychological ramifications, and discussing possible future directions.
Greengard describes the history and technological development of
augmented and virtual realities, including the latest research in the field,
and surveys the various shapes and forms of VR, AR, and MR, including
head-mounted displays, mobile systems, and goggles. He examines the
way these technologies are shaping and reshaping some professions and
industries, and explores how extended reality affects psychology,
morality, law, and social constructs. It's not a question of whether
extended reality will become a standard part of our world, he argues, but
how, when, and where these technologies will take hold. Will extended
reality help create a better world? Will it benefit society as a whole? Or
will it merely provide financial windfalls for a select few? Greengard's
account equips us to ask the right questions about a transformative
technology.
Post-Truth - Lee McIntyre 2018-02-16
How we arrived in a post-truth era, when “alternative facts” replace
actual facts, and feelings have more weight than evidence. Are we living
in a post-truth world, where “alternative facts” replace actual facts and
feelings have more weight than evidence? How did we get here? In this
volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, Lee McIntyre
traces the development of the post-truth phenomenon from science
denial through the rise of “fake news,” from our psychological blind
spots to the public's retreat into “information silos.” What, exactly, is
post-truth? Is it wishful thinking, political spin, mass delusion, bold-faced
lying? McIntyre analyzes recent examples—claims about inauguration
crowd size, crime statistics, and the popular vote—and finds that posttruth is an assertion of ideological supremacy by which its practitioners
try to compel someone to believe something regardless of the evidence.
Yet post-truth didn't begin with the 2016 election; the denial of scientific
facts about smoking, evolution, vaccines, and climate change offers a
road map for more widespread fact denial. Add to this the wired-in
cognitive biases that make us feel that our conclusions are based on good
reasoning even when they are not, the decline of traditional media and
the rise of social media, and the emergence of fake news as a political
tool, and we have the ideal conditions for post-truth. McIntyre also
argues provocatively that the right wing borrowed from
postmodernism—specifically, the idea that there is no such thing as
objective truth—in its attacks on science and facts. McIntyre argues that
we can fight post-truth, and that the first step in fighting post-truth is to
understand it.
The Anatomy of Fake News - Nolan Higdon 2020-08-04
Since the 2016 U.S. presidential election, concerns about fake news have
fostered calls for government regulation and industry intervention to
mitigate the influence of false content. These proposals are hindered by a
lack of consensus concerning the definition of fake news or its origins.
Media scholar Nolan Higdon contends that expanded access to critical
media literacy education, grounded in a comprehensive history of fake
news, is a more promising solution to these issues. The Anatomy of Fake
News offers the first historical examination of fake news that takes as its
goal the effective teaching of critical news literacy in the United States.
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Higdon employs a critical-historical media ecosystems approach to
identify the producers, themes, purposes, and influences of fake news.
The findings are then incorporated into an invaluable fake news
detection kit. This much-needed resource provides a rich history and a
promising set of pedagogical strategies for mitigating the pernicious
influence of fake news.
The Black Book of Communism - G. Peter Albert 1999
Collects and analyzes seventy years of communist crimes that offer
details on Kim Sung's Korea, Vietnam under "Uncle Ho," and Cuba under
Castro.
Deep Learning - John D. Kelleher 2019-09-10
An accessible introduction to the artificial intelligence technology that
enables computer vision, speech recognition, machine translation, and
driverless cars. Deep learning is an artificial intelligence technology that
enables computer vision, speech recognition in mobile phones, machine
translation, AI games, driverless cars, and other applications. When we
use consumer products from Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Apple, or
Baidu, we are often interacting with a deep learning system. In this
volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, computer scientist
John Kelleher offers an accessible and concise but comprehensive
introduction to the fundamental technology at the heart of the artificial
intelligence revolution. Kelleher explains that deep learning enables
data-driven decisions by identifying and extracting patterns from large
datasets; its ability to learn from complex data makes deep learning
ideally suited to take advantage of the rapid growth in big data and
computational power. Kelleher also explains some of the basic concepts
in deep learning, presents a history of advances in the field, and
discusses the current state of the art. He describes the most important
deep learning architectures, including autoencoders, recurrent neural
networks, and long short-term networks, as well as such recent
developments as Generative Adversarial Networks and capsule networks.
He also provides a comprehensive (and comprehensible) introduction to
the two fundamental algorithms in deep learning: gradient descent and
backpropagation. Finally, Kelleher considers the future of deep
learning—major trends, possible developments, and significant
challenges.
Recommendation Engines - Michael Schrage 2020-09-01
How companies like Amazon and Netflix know what “you might also
like”: the history, technology, business, and social impact of online
recommendation engines. Increasingly, our technologies are giving us
better, faster, smarter, and more personal advice than our own families
and best friends. Amazon already knows what kind of books and
household goods you like and is more than eager to recommend more;
YouTube and TikTok always have another video lined up to show you;
Netflix has crunched the numbers of your viewing habits to suggest
whole genres that you would enjoy. In this volume in the MIT Press's
Essential Knowledge series, innovation expert Michael Schrage explains
the origins, technologies, business applications, and increasing societal
impact of recommendation engines, the systems that allow companies
worldwide to know what products, services, and experiences “you might
also like.” Schrage offers a history of recommendation that reaches back
to antiquity's oracles and astrologers; recounts the academic origins and
commercial evolution of recommendation engines; explains how these
systems work, discussing key mathematical insights, including the
impact of machine learning and deep learning algorithms; and highlights
user experience design challenges. He offers brief but incisive case
studies of the digital music service Spotify; ByteDance, the owner of
TikTok; and the online personal stylist Stitch Fix. Finally, Schrage
considers the future of technological recommenders: Will they leave us
disappointed and dependent—or will they help us discover the world and
ourselves in novel and serendipitous ways?
Critical Thinking - Jonathan Haber 2020-04-07
How the concept of critical thinking emerged, how it has been defined,
and how critical thinking skills can be taught. Critical thinking is
regularly cited as an essential twenty-first century skill, the key to
success in school and work. Given our propensity to believe fake news,
draw incorrect conclusions, and make decisions based on emotion rather
than reason, it might even be said that critical thinking is vital to the
survival of a democratic society. But what, exactly, is critical thinking? In
this volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, Jonathan Haber
explains how the concept of critical thinking emerged, how it has been
defined, and how critical thinking skills can be taught and assessed.
Haber describes the term's origins in such disciplines as philosophy,
psychology, and science. He examines the components of critical
thinking, including structured thinking, language skills, background
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knowledge, and information literacy, along with such necessary
intellectual traits as intellectual humility, empathy, and openmindedness. He discusses how research has defined critical thinking,
how elements of critical thinking have been taught for centuries, and
how educators can teach critical thinking skills now. Haber argues that
the most important critical thinking issue today is that not enough people
are doing enough of it. Fortunately, critical thinking can be taught,
practiced, and evaluated. This book offers a guide for teachers, students,
and aspiring critical thinkers everywhere, including advice for
educational leaders and policy makers on how to make the teaching and
learning of critical thinking an educational priority and practical reality.
How to Talk to a Science Denier - Lee McIntyre 2021-08-17
Can we change the minds of science deniers? Encounters with flat
earthers, anti-vaxxers, coronavirus truthers, and others. "Climate change
is a hoax--and so is coronavirus." "Vaccines are bad for you." These days,
many of our fellow citizens reject scientific expertise and prefer ideology
to facts. They are not merely uninformed--they are misinformed. They
cite cherry-picked evidence, rely on fake experts, and believe conspiracy
theories. How can we convince such people otherwise? How can we get
them to change their minds and accept the facts when they don't believe
in facts? In this book, Lee McIntyre shows that anyone can fight back
against science deniers, and argues that it's important to do so. Science
denial can kill. Drawing on his own experience--including a visit to a Flat
Earth convention--as well as academic research, McIntyre outlines the
common themes of science denialism, present in misinformation
campaigns ranging from tobacco companies' denial in the 1950s that
smoking causes lung cancer to today's anti-vaxxers. He describes
attempts to use his persuasive powers as a philosopher to convert Flat
Earthers; surprising discussions with coal miners; and conversations
with a scientist friend about genetically modified organisms in food.
McIntyre offers tools and techniques for communicating the truth and
values of science, emphasizing that the most important way to reach
science deniers is to talk to them calmly and respectfully--to put
ourselves out there, and meet them face to face.
When We Cease to Understand the World - Benjamin Labatut
2021-09-28
One of The New York Times Book Review’s 10 Best Books of 2021
Shortlisted for the 2021 International Booker Prize and the 2021
National Book Award for Translated Literature A fictional examination of
the lives of real-life scientists and thinkers whose discoveries resulted in
moral consequences beyond their imagining. When We Cease to
Understand the World is a book about the complicated links between
scientific and mathematical discovery, madness, and destruction. Fritz
Haber, Alexander Grothendieck, Werner Heisenberg, Erwin
Schrödinger—these are some of luminaries into whose troubled lives
Benjamín Labatut thrusts the reader, showing us how they grappled with
the most profound questions of existence. They have strokes of
unparalleled genius, alienate friends and lovers, descend into isolation
and insanity. Some of their discoveries reshape human life for the better;
others pave the way to chaos and unimaginable suffering. The lines are
never clear. At a breakneck pace and with a wealth of disturbing detail,
Labatut uses the imaginative resources of fiction to tell the stories of the
scientists and mathematicians who expanded our notions of the possible.
You Are Here - Whitney Phillips 2021-03-02
How to understand a media environment in crisis, and how to make
things better by approaching information ecologically. Our media
environment is in crisis. Polarization is rampant. Polluted information
floods social media. Even our best efforts to help clean up can backfire,
sending toxins roaring across the landscape. In You Are Here, Whitney
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Phillips and Ryan Milner offer strategies for navigating increasingly
treacherous information flows. Using ecological metaphors, they
emphasize how our individual me is entwined within a much larger we,
and how everyone fits within an ever-shifting network map.
Fake Photos - Hany Farid 2019-09-10
A concise and accessible guide to techniques for detecting doctored and
fake images in photographs and digital media. Stalin, Mao, Hitler,
Mussolini, and other dictators routinely doctored photographs so that the
images aligned with their messages. They erased people who were there,
added people who were not, and manipulated backgrounds. They knew if
they changed the visual record, they could change history. Once, altering
images required hours in the darkroom; today, it can be done with a
keyboard and mouse. Because photographs are so easily faked, fake
photos are everywhere—supermarket tabloids, fashion magazines,
political ads, and social media. How can we tell if an image is real or
false? In this volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, Hany
Farid offers a concise and accessible guide to techniques for detecting
doctored and fake images in photographs and digital media. Farid, an
expert in photo forensics, has spent two decades developing techniques
for authenticating digital images. These techniques model the entire
image-creation process in order to find the digital disruption introduced
by manipulation of the image. Each section of the book describes a
different technique for analyzing an image, beginning with those
requiring minimal technical expertise and advancing to those at
intermediate and higher levels. There are techniques for, among other
things, reverse image searches, metadata analysis, finding image
imperfections introduced by JPEG compression, image cloning, tracing
pixel patterns, and detecting images that are computer generated. In
each section, Farid describes the techniques, explains when they should
be applied, and offers examples of image analysis.
The Hype Machine - Sinan Aral 2020-09-15
A landmark insider’s tour of how social media affects our decisionmaking and shapes our world in ways both useful and dangerous, with
critical insights into the social media trends of the 2020 election and
beyond “The book might be described as prophetic. . . . At least two of
Aral’s three predictions have come to fruition.”—New York NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY WIRED • LONGLISTED FOR
THE PORCHLIGHT BUSINESS BOOK AWARD Social media connected
the world—and gave rise to fake news and increasing polarization. It is
paramount, MIT professor Sinan Aral says, that we recognize the outsize
effect social media has on us—on our politics, our economy, and even our
personal health—in order to steer today’s social technology toward its
great promise while avoiding the ways it can pull us apart. Drawing on
decades of his own research and business experience, Aral goes under
the hood of the most powerful social networks to tackle the critical
question of just how much social media actually shapes our choices, for
better or worse. He shows how the tech behind social media offers the
same set of behavior influencing levers to everyone who hopes to change
the way we think and act—from Russian hackers to brand
marketers—which is why its consequences affect everything from
elections to business, dating to health. Along the way, he covers a wide
array of topics, including how network effects fuel Twitter’s and
Facebook’s massive growth, the neuroscience of how social media affects
our brains, the real consequences of fake news, the power of social
ratings, and the impact of social media on our kids. In mapping out
strategies for being more thoughtful consumers of social media, The
Hype Machine offers the definitive guide to understanding and
harnessing for good the technology that has redefined our world
overnight.
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